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Working memory (WM) is a cognitive system that strongly relates to a person’s ability to reason with novel information and direct attention to goal-relevant information. Due to the central role that WM plays in general cognition, it has become the focus of a rapidly growing training literature that seeks to affect broad cognitive change through prolonged training on WM tasks. Recent work has suggested that the effects of WM training extend to general fluid intelligence, attentional control, and reductions in symptoms of ADHD. We present a theoretically motivated perspective of WM and subsequently review the WM training literature in light of several concerns. These include (a) the tendency for researchers to define change to abilities using single tasks, (b) inconsistent use of valid WM tasks, (c) no-contact control groups, and (d) subjective measurement of change. The literature review highlights several findings that warrant further research but ultimately concludes that there is a need to directly demonstrate that WM capacity increases in response to training. Specifically, we argue that transfer of training to WM must be demonstrated using a wider variety of tasks, thus eliminating the possibility that results can be explained by task specific learning. Additionally, we express concern that many of the most promising results (e.g., increased intelligence) cannot be readily attributed to changes in WM capacity. Thus, a critical goal for future research is to uncover the mechanisms that lead to transfer of training.
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The observed training effects suggest that [working memory] training could be used as a remediation intervention for individuals for whom low [working memory] capacity is a limiting factor for academic performance or in everyday life. (Klingberg, 2010, p. 317)

Fluid intelligence is trainable to a significant and meaningful degree . . . and the effect can be obtained by training on problems that, at least superficially, do not resemble those on the fluid-ability tests. (Sternberg, 2008, p. 6792)

Future research should not investigate whether brain training works, but rather, it should continue to determine factors that moderate transfer. (Jaeggi et al., 2011, p. 10085)

Does [working memory] training yield generalized cognitive enhancement? In the case of core training, our answer is a tentative yes. (Morrison & Chein, 2011, p. 57)

The above quotations reflect the growing sentiment that, despite more than 100 years of equivocal results (Carroll, 1993; Jensen, 1998; Thorndike & Woodworth, 1901), psychologists have devised effective methods for training cognitive abilities. This enthusiasm stems from the relatively recent identification of working memory (WM) as a central component of general cognition (cf. Cowan et al., 2005; Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin, & Conway, 1999; Oberauer, Schulze, Wilhelm, & Süß, 2005). Taking advantage of this perspective, many modern training programs are thus designed to specifically target WM (cf. Klingberg, 2010; Sternberg, 2008). In turn, it is assumed that, if a person’s WM can be strengthened, a constellation of related abilities will benefit.

This assumption has been reinforced by several studies that have concluded that trained participants are better equipped to reason with novel information (Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Jonidas, & Perrig, 2008; Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al., 2010; Klingberg et al., 2005; Klingberg, Forssberg, & Westerberg, 2002), have improved attention (Chein & Morrison, 2010; Klingberg et al., 2005, 2002), and, in certain cases, display decreases in ADHD-related symptoms (Beck, Hanson, Puffenberger, Benninger, & Benniger, 2010; Klingberg et al., 2005, 2002; Mezzacappa & Buckner, 2010). Driven by these encouraging results, WM training has rapidly gained prominence within the psychological literature. In recent years, numerous articles have appeared in high-profile journals such as the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (Jaeggi et al., 2008; Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Jonidas, & Shah, 2011), Science (E. Dahlin, Stigsdotter Neely, Larsson, Bäckman, & Nyberg, 2008; McNab et al., 2009), Psychological Science (Houben, Wiers, & Jansen, 2011; Persson & Reuter-Lorenz, 2008), Nature Neuroscience (Olesen, Westerberg, & Klingberg, 2004), Intelligence (Colom, Martínez-Molina, Chun Shih, & Santacreu, 2010; Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al., 2010), and Trends in Cognitive Sci-
ences (Klingberg, 2010). In turn, commercial versions of the tasks used in these studies have become readily available (e.g., Cogmed Working Memory Training, 2006; Alloway & Alloway, 2008). These products are promoted as being backed by scientific research and make diverse promises such as improved grades in school (Jungle Memory, 2010), better control of attention and impulses (Cogmed, 2010), and increased IQ (Mindsparke, 2011).

While recent reviews have expressed optimism for WM training (Klingberg, 2010; Morrison & Chein, 2011), our concern is that these articles, like much of the literature, have not placed enough emphasis on (a) developing a thorough, empirically based, account of WM; (b) exploring confounds that might account for training effects; and (c) providing detailed analysis of the literature, within the context of the first two concerns. In particular, the tendency to judge the literature solely on the presence or absence of general effects, while neglecting the importance of understanding the ostensible mechanisms of training, is a prevalent oversight that we ourselves have made (i.e., Shipstead, Redick, & Engle, 2010).

Our present intent is thus not to draw conclusions regarding the potential efficacy of WM training. Rather, our goal is to explore the fundamental assumptions that (a) training improves WM and (b) ostensible improvements in cognition can be attributed to WM training. We conclude that these assumptions have yet to be systematically demonstrated. In making this argument, we attempt to highlight specific challenges for future research.

Working Memory

Working Memory, Short-Term Memory, and General Cognition

To facilitate understanding of the WM training literature, we first develop a perspective of what WM is and what it is not. In particular, we differentiate WM from the concept of short-term memory (STM).

STM is traditionally thought of as the amount of information a person can simply retain over a brief interval of time. One method for measuring a person’s STM is the “simple span” task (cf. Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Engle & Oransky, 1999). As illustrated in Figure 1a, simple span tasks present a series of verbal (e.g., letters, words, digits) or visuo-spatial (e.g., locations on a grid) items. After the last item, the test-taker is signaled to recreate the list in serial order. Testing begins with short lists (two to three items) that increase in length over the course of several trials. Testing ends when a person is no longer capable of recalling an entire list. Thus, STM can be thought of as temporary storage and is experimentally defined through the longest list of items a person can accurately recall.

In many of the studies reviewed here, WM is explicitly defined as a storage system that is responsible for retaining small amounts of information over brief intervals of time and measured via the above methods (e.g., Klingberg, 2010; McNab et al., 2009; Olesen et al., 2004). However, if storage is the mechanism that relates WM to higher cognition, then occupying a person’s STM should severely disrupt reasoning ability.

**Figure 1.** Examples of (a) simple span and (b) complex span tasks. Each box represents information that is presented at a single point in time. Time flows from left to right. In the simple span, test-takers see a series of letters or spatial locations and must recreate the list after the last item is presented. The complex span follows the same procedure, with the exception that a processing task must be completed in between the presentation of each to-be-remembered item.
This hypothesis was directly tested by Baddeley and Hitch (1974), who required participants to perform verbal reasoning tasks while concurrently maintaining two or six digits in STM. This second condition is of particular relevance, since six digits is at the boundary of the average person’s STM (Chase & Ericsson, 1982; Cowan, 2001; Miller, 1956; Morey & Cowan, 2005). Thus, attempting to reason while simultaneously remembering this information should have been catastrophic to performance. Instead, participants showed only a slight decline.

Baddeley and Hitch (1974) thus concluded that complex cognition is not dependent upon STM. Rather, it is the other way around. When to-be-remembered information exceeds the capacity of temporary storage, a “general-purpose work space” (now known as the central executive) can be engaged to provide support. Thus, STM was demoted to a subcomponent of the larger WM system. This interpretation was further reinforced by inconsistent correlations between individual differences in STM and verbal ability (cf. Crowder, 1982; Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Perfetti & Lesgold, 1977; Turner & Engle, 1989).

Subsequent tests were developed under the assumption that measurement of individual difference in WM capacity (i.e., the efficacy with which WM functions) should require acts of both storage and processing (Case, Kurland, & Goldberg, 1982; Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Turner & Engle, 1989). In particular, complex span tasks (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Figure 1b) follow a procedure that is similar to simple span tasks, with the exception that test-takers are required to complete a simple processing task (e.g., mathematical operation; symmetry judgment) between the presentation of each item. This requirement of memory in the face of distraction thus increased the role of attention (cf. Engle & Oransky, 1999; Kane, Conway, Hambrick, & Engle, 2007) and retrieval from long-term memory (cf. Healey & Miyake, 2009; Unsworth & Engle, 2007a, 2007b, 2007c; Unsworth & Spillers, 2010).

In contrast to the simple span, the complex span has proven to be a reliable predictor of cognitive ability (Daneman & Merikle, 1996; Unsworth & Engle, 2007b). In particular, WM capacity (as defined by complex span and other WM tasks) is strongly related to a person’s ability to reason with novel information (i.e., general fluid intelligence; Gf). Though the exact distinction between WM capacity and Gf is a source of debate (Ackerman, Beier, & Boyle, 2005; Engle, 2002; Heitz et al., 2006; Kyllonen & Christal, 1990; Salthouse & Pink, 2008), it is clear that these constructs are strongly related. Individual differences in WM capacity and Gf show at least a 50% overlap in variation (Kane, Hambrick, & Conway, 2005; Oberauer et al., 2005): A person’s ability to reason with novel information can be largely attributed to WM capacity, and vice versa. For this reason, the effect of WM training on Gf is a focus of the literature.

Beyond Gf, there is a well-established relationship between WM capacity and attentional control (Engle, 2002; Kane, Conway, Hambrick, & Engle, 2007; Unsworth & Spillers, 2010; Unsworth, Spillers, & Brewer, 2009). Attentional control refers to the ability to direct attention toward goal-relevant information and away from strong distraction. Relative to people with low WM capacity, individuals with high WM capacity are less likely to have their attention inappropriately drawn into strong distraction, such as hearing their own name (Colflesh & Conway, 2007; A. R. A. Conway, Cowan, & Bunting, 2001), or responding to a peripheral flash (Hutchison, 2007; Kane, Bleckley, Conway, & Engle, 2001; Unsworth, Schrock, & Engle, 2004). Moreover, individuals with high WM capacity are less apt to mind-wander when focus is needed (Kane, Brown, et al., 2007). Thus, in addition to the potential to improve reasoning ability, WM training may help people become more attentive in their daily activities.

Within the WM training literature, changes to attention are often indexed using the Stroop (1935) task. This task simply requires test-takers to state the hue in which a word has been printed. The difficulty involved in the Stroop task relates to people’s tendency to direct their attention toward reading words rather than noticing the ink color in which the words are printed (MacLeod, 1991; MacLeod & MacDonald, 2000). Unsurprisingly, people are faster and more accurate at naming the hue when it is congruent with the word (e.g., the word BLUE printed in blue ink), relative to when it is incongruent with the word (e.g., the word GREEN printed in blue ink). This difference in time and accuracy is referred to as the Stroop effect.

The size of the Stroop effect is not fixed but partially driven by the ratio of congruent to incongruent trials (Kane & Engle, 2003; Logan & Zbrodoff, 1979; see also Hutchison, 2007). When the task is largely composed of incongruent trials, the Stroop effect shrinks. By the account of Kane and Engle (2003; see also MacLeod & MacDonald, 2000), consistent mismatch between words and hues serves as a continual reminder that reading the words will hurt performance. This constant reinforcement allows attention to be easily directed away from words. However, when the overall proportion of congruent trials is high, the Stroop effect increases (Logan & Zbrodoff, 1979). Under these circumstances, word information generally provides the appropriate response. As a consequence, the need to ignore the word is inconsistently reinforced, and people are apt to lose track of this goal. Thus, it is in these circumstances (i.e., high proportion of congruent trials) that Stroop performance reflects a person’s ability to maintain a goal and use it to proactively bias behavior (Kane & Engle, 2003).

It is thus telling that WM capacity is only related to Stroop performance when congruent trials are included in the task (Hutchison, 2007; Kane & Engle, 2003; see also Hutchison, 2011). Individuals with low WM capacity become slow to provide appropriate responses and more prone to overtly reading Stroop words (as indexed by error speed and error type; Kane & Engle, 2003). Thus, the Stroop task reveals a critical aspect of the relationship between WM and attention: WM is not always related to attention (Kane, Poole, Tuholski, & Engle, 2006; Sobel, Gerrie, Poole, & Kane, 2007). Rather it relates to attentional control when prepotent responses must be overcome, particularly in the face of an unsupportive environment.

Other Relevant Working Memory Tasks

Beyond the complex span task, the n-back (Kirchner, 1958; Figure 2a) and running memory span (Pollack, Johnson, & Knaff, 1959; Figure 2b) tasks are also critical to the present discussion. These tasks require test-takers to attend to a serially presented list and remember the most recent three or four items (e.g., letters, spatial locations). However, n-back and running span require different types of responses. The n-back requires test-takers to make a specific response (e.g., key press) each time the currently presented item matches the item that was presented n ago. The
The challenge of the n-back is thus not the length of a list, but the size of \( n \). The running span, on the other hand, requires participants to wait until all items have been presented and then recall the last \( n \) items.

The cognitive mechanisms involved in n-back performance are not well understood, and its relationship to the complex span task is unclear (Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Perrig, & Meier, 2010; Kane, Conway, Miura, & Colflesh, 2007). Nonetheless, the n-back does predict individual differences in Gf and is generally accepted as a WM task (Gray, Chabris, & Braver, 2003; Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, et al., 2010; Kane, Conway, Miura, & Colflesh, 2007; Schmiedek, Hildebrandt, Lövde´n, Lindenberger, & Wilhelm, 2009). The cognitive processes involved in the running span are also subject to debate. Some researchers assume that it taps a person’s ability to update the contents of immediate memory (E. Dahlin, Nyberg, Bäckman, & Stigsdotter Neely, 2008; E. Dahlin, Stigsdotter Neely, et al., 2008; Miyake, Friedman, Emerson, Witzki, & Howarter, 2000), others argue that it indexes the amount of information that can be attended in one instant (Bunting, Cowan, & Saults, 2006; Cowan et al., 2005; Turner & Engle, 1989). Since that time, individual differences in WM capacity have been linked to diverse skills such as learning computer languages (Shute, 1991), sight-reading music (Meinz & Hambrick, 2010), multitasking (Bühner, König, Prick, & Krumm, 2006; Hambrick, Oswald, Darowski, Rench, & Brou, 2010), and regulating emotion (Kleider, Parrott, & King, 2010; Schmeichel, Volokhov, & Demaree, 2008).

For younger children, simple span tasks can measure WM capacity, provided the children are required to recall items in reverse order (Alloway, Gathercole, & Pickering, 2006; Engel de Abreu, Conway, & Gathercole, 2010; Gathercole & Pickering, 2000; St. Clair-Thompson, 2010). However, within the WM training literature, researchers sometimes report an average of forward and backward simple span scores, thus diluting the role of WM for children. For this reason, we treat cases in which forward and backward recall have been combined as instances of STM. It is also worth noting that, for adults, simple span performance reflects STM, regardless of whether forward or backward recall is required (Engle et al., 1999; St. Clair-Thompson, 2010).

**Working Memory Beyond the Laboratory**

WM capacity has found natural extension to real-world behavior. A cornerstone of early research with young adults was the discovery that WM tasks reliably predict reading comprehension (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Turner & Engle, 1989) and performance on college entrance exams (e.g., ACT, SAT; Cowan et al., 2005; Turner & Engle, 1989). Since that time, individual differences in WM capacity have been linked to diverse skills such as learning computer languages (Shute, 1991), sight-reading music (Meinz & Hambrick, 2010), multitasking (Bühner, König, Prick, & Krumm, 2006; Hambrick, Oswald, Darowski, Rench, & Brou, 2010), and regulating emotion (Kleider, Parrott, & King, 2010; Schmeichel, Volokhov, & Demaree, 2008).

WM can be distinguished from STM in children as young as 4 years (Alloway, Gathercole, & Pickering, 2006). By kindergarten, WM capacity is predictive of Gf (Engel de Abreu et al., 2010), and individual differences in WM capacity predict children’s verbal and mathematical aptitude (Cowan et al., 2005; Gathercole & Pickering, 2000; Swanson & Beebe-Frankenberger, 2004). For
example, WM capacity has been linked to the rate at which children develop syntactic knowledge and reading ability (Engel de Abreu, Gathercole, & Martin, 2011).

It is critical for the present discussion to note that children with low WM capacity are prone to learning disabilities (Swanson, 2003) and have difficulty carrying out complex instruction (Engle, Carullo, & Collins, 1991; Gathercole, Durling, Evans, Jeffcock, & Stone, 2008; see also Gathercole & Alloway, 2004). A specific area of interest to training researchers is attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Although the distinction between ADHD as it relates to deficits of attention and presence of hyperactivity is controversial (Diamond, 2005; Nigg, 2010), Diamond (2005) argued that low WM capacity is symptomatic of attention deficits. From her perspective, ADHD-diagnosed children who specifically show symptoms of attention deficits (absent hyperactivity) are experiencing WM-related deficits of selective attention (i.e., attentional control). Hyperactivity, on the other hand, is assumed to stem from difficulty with response inhibition.

This perspective (i.e., Diamond, 2005) suggests that effective WM training should specifically alleviate deficits of attention, but not tendencies toward hyperactivity. Westerberg, Hirvikoski, Forssberg, and Klingberg (2004), however, have demonstrated that, regardless of presenting-symptoms, ADHD is generally associated with visuo-spatial memory deficits (see Figure 1a), as well as difficulty in consistently allocating attention to a task. Thus, an intervention that strengthens the core functions of WM (which influence STM and attention) may be beneficial to all individuals with ADHD.

Training Working Memory

The Adaptive Working Memory Training Paradigm

The identification of WM as a central component of cognition has introduced the possibility that focused, theoretically motivated techniques for training broad abilities can be developed. Klingberg (2010) hypothesized that three factors are critical to a successful cognitive training program (see also Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al., 2010; Morrison & Chein, 2011).

First, training should not teach specific strategies for simply remembering more information (e.g., rehearsal techniques or mnemonic devices). Strategies might improve a person’s score on a WM test (McNamara & Scott, 2001; Turley-Ames & Whitfield, 2003); however, this is not the same as changing the underlying ability. In particular, memory strategies tend to be context specific (Chase & Ericsson, 1982; Maguire, Valenteine, Wilding, & Kapur, 2003). A rehearsal technique that helps a person remember a series of digits will be useless when applied to nonverbal materials (e.g., snowflakes; Maguire et al., 2003). Moreover, people with cognitive deficits tend to have difficulty recognizing situations in which a strategy might apply (Butterfield, Wambold, & Belmont, 1973). Perhaps most important, when a group of people are all taught the same strategy, scores on WM tests actually become more predictive of cognitive ability (Turley-Ames & Whitfield, 2003): Rather than accounting for individual differences in WM capacity, the varied strategies people use when taking WM tests obstruct accurate measurement by introducing unsystematic variance.

Second, Klingberg (2010) argued that the training program should be specifically focused on WM tasks. The inclusion of other types of training will be time consuming and thus dilute the efficacy of the intervention. This further implies that WM tasks do not simply measure WM capacity but also stimulate neural plasticity (Klingberg, 2010; Lövdén, Bäckman, Lindenberger, Schaefer, & Schmiedek., 2010; McNab et al., 2009). If enough time is spent on these tasks, WM capacity will increase.

Third, training schedules should be rigorous (roughly 20 sessions, each lasting 30–60 min) and training programs should adapt to user performance. If a person is meeting specific performance criteria, task difficulty should increase. When these criteria are not met, task difficulty should decrease. Thus, trainees are constantly engaged in the task at a level that is neither boring nor overtaxing (Lövdén et al., 2010; e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). Computerized training is therefore preferred to one-on-one sessions, as it can be conducted in various locations and can automatically adapt to performance.

These factors are built into “adaptive” WM training. Adaptive training tasks are modified versions of standard memory tasks such as the simple and complex span tasks displayed in Figure 1. The difficulty of these adaptive tasks is tied to list length. If a trainee is performing well, the list length increases by one item. If a trainee is struggling, the list length decreases by one item. For an adaptive n-back, the size of n adjusts, rather than the length of the list. For the adaptive running span, list length increases, ostensibly forcing participants to update the contents of immediate memory more times per trial.

Transfer of Training

Over the course of 4–5 weeks of training, people typically advance through several levels. However, improved performance on the training task does not signal an increase in WM capacity. For instance, Chase and Ericsson (1982) reported a participant (S.F.) who, after several months of training on an adaptive span task, was able to recall sequences of more than 80 digits. However, when the digits were presented at a faster rate, his scores returned to normal levels. The reason for this decline was that S.F. had developed a strategy of mapping short sequences of numbers onto preexisting knowledge (i.e., cross-country running times, historical dates). When the testing conditions were changed, his strategy could not be employed.

It must, therefore, be demonstrated that the effects of training transfer to untrained tasks (Barnett & Ceci, 2002; Klingberg, 2010). This is typically accomplished within a pretest–posttest design (Campbell & Stanley, 1963; Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). The pretest consists of a battery of tasks, each of which is designed to measure an ability of interest. This is followed by assignment of participants to either perform several weeks of WM training or serve in a control group. Within a few days of finishing the training regimen, participants complete a posttest in which alternate versions of these tasks are administered.

Posttest improvement on these tasks (relative to both pretest and the control group) thus provides evidence that training has transferred. Improved performance on tasks that are intended to measure WM capacity are termed near transfer. Posttest improvement on tasks that are intended to measure related abilities are termed far transfer. Near transfer thus provides evidence that WM capacity has increased, as well as a mechanism through which far transfer results may be explained. In the absence of increased WM
capacity, it is theoretically unclear why WM training should lead to improvements on far transfer tasks.

Pretest–posttest designs are powerful methods for removing confounds (Campbell & Stanley, 1963; Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). However, they do not control all confounds, and demonstrating valid transfer is more difficult than the above discussion implies. In our own reading of the literature, we have identified four concerns that deserve elaboration.

**Inadequate measurement of abilities.** The goal of cognitive training is to change an underlying ability that is thought to be driving performance of a class of tasks (McArdle & Prindle, 2008). If an intervention has increased a person’s WM capacity, then improvements should not depend on the type of WM task used to measure transfer. However, in most studies, abilities are measured via single tasks. The inherent problem is that scores on any single test are driven both by the ability of interest and other systematic and random influences (cf. Kim & Mueller, 1978; Loehlin, 2004). Thus, when transfer of training is measured via single tests (as is generally the case), posttest improvements represent the possibility that an underlying ability has changed but do not provide definitive evidence (McArdle & Prindle, 2008; Moody, 2009; Schmiedek, Lövden, & Lindenberger, 2010; Sternberg, 2008).

The distinction between individual tasks and underlying abilities is illustrated in Figure 3, which presents a structural equation model originally reported by Kane et al. (2004). Boxes in this figure represent individual tasks, while circles represent sources of variation that are common to these tasks. That is, the circles represent factors (what we have termed abilities). The left-pointing arrows indicate that the factor labeled WMC (i.e., working memory capacity) directly contributes to the performance of six separate WM tasks. The factor loadings (numbers to the left of each task) indicate that the portion of each task that is explained by WM

![Figure 3. Structural equation model originally reported by Kane et al. (2004). Numbers to the left of each working memory capacity task represent its loading on the latent WM capacity factor (WMC). Numbers to the immediate right of each reasoning task represent its loading on the latent Gf factor. The next number represents a task’s loading on either the latent REA-V or REA-S factor. Note on tasks: OpeSpan = operation span; ReadSpan = reading span; CouSpan = counting span; NavSpan = navigation span; SymmSpan = symmetry span; RotaSpan = rotation span; Inference = ETS Inferences; Analog = AFOQT Analogies; ReadComp = AFOQT Reading Comprehension; RemoAsso = Remote Associates; Syllogism = ETS Nonsense Syllogisms; Ravens = Ravens Advanced Progressive Matrices; WASI = Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence, Matrix Test; BETAIII = Beta III, Matrix Test; SpaceRel = DAT Space Relations; RotaBlock = AFOQT Rotated Blocks; SurfDev = ETS Surface Development; FormBrd = ETS Form Board; PapFold = ETS Paper Folding. Note on latent factors: WMC = working memory capacity; Gf = general fluid intelligence; REA-V = verbal reasoning; REA-S = spatial reasoning. Reprinted from “The Generality of Working Memory Capacity: A Latent-Variable Approach to Verbal and Visuospatial Memory Span Reasoning” by M. J. Kane et al., 2004, *Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, 133*, p. 205. Copyright 2004 by the American Psychological Association.]
capacity ranges from 46% to 71% (obtained by squaring the factor loadings). While some tasks provide stronger reflections of WM capacity than others, no single task reflects WM capacity alone.

However, WM capacity is not the only feature that is common to the WM tasks in Figure 3. All six are complex span tasks. Thus, while they measure WM capacity, they also require dual-task coordination. Complex span tasks therefore also measure a person’s ability to successfully switch between two tasks. This latter influence is not present in many other WM tasks (cf. A. R. A. Conway, Getz, Macnamara, & Engel de Abreu, 2010), such as the n-back or running span. Moreover, Kane et al. (2004) reported that, above and beyond these common influences (i.e., WM capacity and dual-task performance), several of the WM tasks in Figure 3 were also individually correlated through similarity of memory items or similarity of processing tasks. Thus, when examining near transfer results, it is important to recognize that improved performance on a WM task does not require an increase in WM capacity. Instead, near transfer may be driven by simply practicing certain types of tasks (e.g., complex span tasks), or certain aspects of tasks (e.g., memory for letters, memory for spatial locations). For instance, some training programs (e.g., Cogmed) include backward span tasks. Thus, when trainees improve their posttest performance on backward span tasks, it is unclear whether this represents increased WM capacity, or the effect of practicing a specific type of information transformation.

Likewise, far transfer tasks are not perfect measures of ability. In many studies, the Raven’s Progressive Matrices (Ravens; Raven, 1990, 1995, 1998) serves as the sole indicator of Gf. This “matrix reasoning” task presents test takers with a series of abstract pictures that are arranged in a grid. One piece of the grid is missing, and the test taker must choose an option (from among several) that completes the sequence. Jensen (1998) estimates that 64% of the variance in Ravens performance can be explained by Gf. Similarly, Figure 3 indicates that in the study of Kane et al. (2004), 58% of the Ravens variance was explained by Gf.

It is clear that Ravens is strongly related to Gf. However, 30%–40% of the variance in Ravens is attributable to other influences. Thus, when Ravens (or any other task) serves as the sole indicator of far transfer, performance improvements can be explained without assuming that a general ability has changed. Instead, it can be parsimoniously concluded that training has influenced something that is specific to performing Ravens, but not necessarily applicable to other reasoning contexts (Carroll, 1993; Jensen, 1998; Moody, 2009; Schmiudek et al., 2010; te Nijenhuis, van Vianen, & van der Flier, 2007).

Exactly what that something is may not be intuitively clear, since the processes that tasks measure are not always apparent. For example, Jaeggi et al. (2008) demonstrated far transfer to GF using the Bochumer Matrizen-Test (BOMAT; Hossiep, Turck, & Hasella, 1999). This task is similar to Ravens, with the exception that BOMAT presents information in a 15-item rather than nine-item grid. Moody (2009) noted that standard administration of BOMAT allows for 45 min, while Jaeggi et al. (2008) only allowed 10 min. Moody argues that a strong memory component (i.e., 15 items to remember) coupled with strict time limits (which prevented participants from reaching the more challenging problems) may have increased reliance on temporary memory.

In effect, participants who had received memory training may have been at an advantage. This is ostensibly because they were better prepared to hold information in a readily available state, as opposed to repeatedly scanning the matrix visually. This would not represent transfer to GF (i.e., novel reasoning, independent of context), since these effects would not be present if more time were given or if a less memory-dependent reasoning task were used. Preemption of criticisms such as Moody’s (2009) is, however, readily accomplished through demonstration of transfer to several measures of an ability.

Unfortunately, the practice of equating posttest improvement on one task with change to cognitive abilities is prevalent within the WM training literature (cf. Jaeggi et al., 2008; Klingberg, 2010). This is partially driven by the time and monetary costs associated with conducting multisession, multiweek studies. Regardless, training studies can greatly improve the persuasiveness of their results by measuring transfer via several tasks that differ in peripheral aspects but converge on an ability of interest (e.g., a verbal, Gf, and spatial task from Figure 3). If a training effect is robust, it should be apparent in all tasks.

**Conflation of working memory with short-term memory.** In many studies, near transfer to WM is measured via simple span tasks (e.g., Figure 1a). Thus, reported increases in WM capacity are often obtained using tasks that are traditionally associated with STM (cf. Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Engle & Oransky, 1999).

These tasks are not always poor measures of WM capacity. Simple span performance reflects WM capacity, provided (a) testing continues regardless of whether the test-taker recalls the entire list, and (b) partial credit is then assigned for remembering items in their original serial position (Unsworth & Engle, 2006, 2007b). When this methodology is applied, simple span tasks will reflect people’s ability to recall information from outside of STM, rather than measuring immediate retention (Unsworth & Engle, 2007b). However, this method is generally not employed in the WM training literature; rather, testing ends when entire lists cannot be properly recalled.

The ramifications of scoring simple span tasks in an all-or-none manner are clarified in Figure 4, which presents data originally reported by Engle et al. (1999). In this study, WM capacity was defined by three complex span tasks (displayed to the left), while STM was defined by three simple span tasks (two that required forward recall and one that required backward recall of list items). After these factors were formed, several other measures of various cognitive functions were allowed to freely load on either. This is represented via the lines extending from the factors to the tasks on the right. Significant paths (solid lines) exist between WM capacity and measures of verbal reasoning (ABCD; Kyllonen & Christal, 1990), recall from long-term memory (immediate free recall from secondary memory; Tulving & Colotla, 1970), and memory updating (keeping track; Yntema, 1963). Thus, the influence of WM capacity extends to several measures of cognitive function. It is reasonable to expect that increasing WM capacity would improve a person’s performance on these tasks.

The direct influence of STM, on the other hand, was limited to performance on a short-term retention task (continuous opposite; Kyllonen & Christal, 1990). In essence, the influence of STM on the verbal reasoning, recall, and updating tasks was mediated by WM capacity. Thus, improved performance on all-or-none simple span tasks does not explain far transfer. These tasks are better measures of STM, which does not have broad influence on cognitive abilities.
Klingberg (2009) argued that the above discussion is only applicable to verbal STM. As evidence for this position, he points to strong correlations that are often found between visuo-spatial simple span tasks (see Figure 1) and Gf tasks (e.g., Kane et al., 2004; Miyake, Friedman, Rettinger, Shah, & Hegarty, 2001; Shah & Miyake, 1996). This is assumed to reflect a close relationship between Gf and the visuo-spatial domain (Bergman Nutley et al., 2011). However, this correlation is not straightforward.

Returning to the model of Kane et al. (2004; Figure 3), these researchers also found that a factor composed of six visuo-spatial span tasks was strongly correlated with Gf (.54). However, examination of Figure 3 reveals a bias in the way Gf was defined. Of the reasoning tasks employed, five were specifically designed to measure spatial reasoning (i.e., tasks loading on REA-S), while the three tasks that strictly loaded on Gf were all spatially arranged matrix reasoning tasks. Thus, of the 13 tasks contributing to the Gf factor, eight contained strong visuo-spatial components. Kane et al. subsequently redefined the Gf factor as three verbal tasks (i.e., tasks loading on REA-V, verbal reasoning; see Inference, Analogy, and ReadComp in Figure 3) and three visuo-spatial tasks (Figure 3: SpaceRel, RotaBlock, and PaperFold). With this balanced factor, the correlation between visuo-spatial STM and Gf dropped slightly to .47. Next, the Gf factor was defined such that it was verbally biased (Figure 3: Inference, Analogy, ReadComp, and RemoAsso). Under these circumstances the correlation between visuo-spatial STM and Gf dropped to .29. The correlation between WM capacity and Gf, on the other hand, remained largely unchanged across these models.

Thus, visuo-spatial STM tasks introduce a confound. While these tasks measure Gf (to an extent), they also reflect the visuo-spatial components that are inherent in many Gf tasks (e.g., spatially arranged matrices). As with verbal simple span tasks, visuo-spatial STM tasks should not be expected to reflect general abilities. Rather, their correlation with Gf tasks is inflated by the visuo-spatial format in which Gf tasks are typically presented.

**What type of control group is being used?** Several WM training studies have been conducted without a control group. This should always be a concern, since control groups are critical to eliminating test–retest effects (Cane & Heim, 1950; te Nijenhuis et al., 2007) as well as other experimental confounds (Campbell & Stanely, 1963; Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). However, a more subtle concern is the prevalent use of “no-contact” control groups, who participate in pre- and posttest sessions but are not otherwise engaged in the experiment. While these groups control for test–retest effects, they simultaneously introduce a new set of concerns.

We have elsewhere (Shipstead et al., 2010) used the term “Hawthorne effect” (French, 1953) to refer to the assumption that people's behavior will be affected by their level of involvement within an experiment. Though the Hawthorne effect traditionally refers to a tendency for people to change their behavior when they know they are being watched (cf. Mayo, 1933), we actually use it to refer to any number of psychological phenomena that may be introduced when training and control groups are treated differently. For instance, control groups may realize that they are not expected to show pretest–posttest improvement (i.e., demand characteristics; Orne, 1962, 1972), while trained participants may come to see themselves as personally invested in improving (i.e., cognitive dissonance; Festinger, 1957). Moreover, the expectations of test administrators can influence outcomes in diverse areas such as

![Figure 4. Structural equation model originally reported by Engle et al. (1999). Paths that are significant (p = .05) are indicated by solid lines. Broken lines represent nonsignificant paths. Task loading on latent factors is indicated by number above each path. Arrows not associated with a latent factor represent variation in task performance that is not explained by the latent factor. Note on tasks: OSPAN = operation span; RSPAN = reading span; CSPAN = counting span; BSPAN = backward span; FSPAN = forward span/similar; FSPAND = forward span/dissimilar; IFRSM = immediate free recall secondary memory; KTRACK = keeping track; CONTOP = continuous opposites. Note on latent factors: WM = working memory; STM = short term memory. Reprinted from “Working Memory, Short-Term Memory, and General Fluid Intelligence: A Latent-Variable Approach,” by R. W. Engle et al., 1999, Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, 128, p. 332. Copyright 1999 by the American Psychological Association.](image-url)
individual differences in classroom performance (i.e., Pygmalion effects; Rosenthal, 1994; Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968) and the presence of parapsychological effects (Wiseman & Schlitz, 1997). In other words, Hawthorne phenomena introduce a general effect of the influences contained within an experiment (Klingberg, 2010; McCarney et al., 2007; Oken et al., 2008; Shipstead et al., 2010).

One method for controlling Hawthorne/placebo effects has been to administer nonadaptive versions of the training tasks. These tasks never present participants with lists of more than three items, yet keep the control group actively engaged in the experiment. While this is among the best types of control groups that are currently employed, there are reasons for concern.

Placebo effects are controlled by convincing all participants that they are receiving treatment (Rosnow & Rosenthal, 1997). In this regard, the experiences of an adaptive-training group and a nonadaptive control group are not equal. During the training period, the adaptive-training group receives constant feedback via a task that is responsive to their performance. The nonadaptive control group, on the other hand, repeats the same procedure throughout training. Thus, adaptive and nonadaptive groups are treated differently both in terms of rigor of practice (the intended difference) and in terms of being presented with tangible evidence that their abilities are changing (a presumably unintentional difference). Therefore, when training is conducted using adaptive WM tasks, true control requires that both groups be given adaptive tasks: One that involves WM (training group) and one that does not (control group). Thus, any effect of training can be directly attributed to training WM rather than to peripheral experiences within the laboratory.1

**Are subjective measures used?** A final concern regards the use of subjective reports as measures of transfer (e.g., Beck et al., 2010; Klingberg et al., 2005; Mezzacappa & Buckner, 2010; Westerberg, Brehmer, D’Hondt, Söderman, & Bäckman, 2008; Westerberg et al., 2007). The laudable goal of this practice is to extend training-related effects beyond the laboratory and into everyday life (Klingberg, 2010). However, an undesirable consequence of subjective reports is the potential for posttest change to reflect expectations that were created by the act of receiving treatment rather than by actual changes that were brought about by the treatment (Aiken & West, 1990; M. Conway & Ross, 1984; DeLoache et al., 2010; Greenwald, Spangenberg, Pratkanis, & Eskenazi, 1991; Orne & Scheibe, 1964).

Greenwald et al. (1991) provided a useful demonstration of the problems associated with subjective reports. Participants in this study received commercially produced audiotapes that contained subliminal messages intended to improve either self-esteem or memory. Unknown to the participants, half of the tapes that were designed to improve memory were relabeled “self-esteem” and vice versa. At a 5-week posttest, participants’ scores on several standard measures of self-esteem and memory were improved, but this change was independent of the message and the label on the audiotape (i.e., participants showed across the board improvement). However, in response to simple questions regarding perceived effects, roughly 50% of participants reported experiencing improvements that were consistent with the label on the audiotape, while only 15% reported improvements in the opposite domain. The self-report measures were neither related to actual improvements in transfer task performance nor related to the content of the intervention. Instead, they were attributable to expectation of outcome.

**Review of Working Memory Training Studies**

With the above concerns in mind, we review the WM training literature across several populations. We focus on training techniques that approximate the methodology outlined by Klingberg (2010; see above) and other researchers (i.e., Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al., 2010; Morrison & Chein, 2011). Several other types of intervention may affect WM capacity. These include mindfulness or meditation training (e.g., Fabbro, Muhrer, Bellen, Calacione, & Bava, 1999; van Vugt & Jha, 2011; Zeidner, Johnson, Diamond, & Goolkasian, 2010; see also Tang & Posner, 2009), neurofeedback (Cannon et al., 2006; Vernon et al., 2003), physical exercise (Lachman, Neupert, Bertrand, & Jette, 2006), long-term training on musical instruments (George & Cochl, 2011; Jones, 2007), and learning various skills (Lee, Lu, & Ko, 2007). We justify our specific focus on computerized, (typically) adaptive, non-strategy-based training by noting that these studies (a) are designed around clearly defined training protocols, thus allowing for comparison across studies, and more importantly (b) are the basis of strong claims regarding the malleability of memory and intelligence (e.g., Mindsparke, 2011; Morrison & Chein, 2011; Sternberg, 2008).

Our discussion of transfer effects primarily focuses on those that are both prevalent within the literature and applicable to the fundamental aspects of WM. Thus, while our discussion focuses on WM, Gf, and attention, we acknowledge that individual articles are not always as restricted in scope.2 Due to the specificity of population, we do not directly discuss articles that focus on substance abuse (Bickel, Landes, Hill, & Baxter, 2011; Houben et al., 2011), stroke recovery (Westergert et al., 2007), schizophrenia (Bell, Bryson, & Wexler, 2003; Wexler, Anderson, Fulbright, & Gore, 2000), or multiple sclerosis (Vogt et al., 2009). Similarly, due to differences in training technique, as well as theoretical approach, we restrict our review to studies involving WM training (both adaptive and nonadaptive). Other cognitive training methods such as dual-task performance (Bherer et al., 2005), task-switching (Karbach & Kray, 2009), and practice on attention tasks (Rueda, Rothbard, McCandliss, Saccamanno, & Posner, 2005; Sohlberg, McLaughlin, Pavese, Heidrich, & Posner, 2000) are not directly discussed. The present review should, nonetheless, be applicable to these articles.

We acknowledge that some readers would prefer a review that focuses on the effect size of training results. However, we contend that, as of now, such analyses are potentially misleading in two ways. First, in the present training literature WM capacity is often narrowly defined via transfer tasks that are highly similar to the

---

1 For an excellent example of control, see Persson and Reuter-Lorenz (2008). These researchers hypothesized that memory-interference was the source of training effects and arranged their stimuli to either maximize or minimize retrieval competition. This article, however, was recently retracted (Persson & Reuter-Lorenz, 2011), due to the discovery of experimenter error. As such, it is not included in our review. The general methodology is, however, noteworthy.

2 Here we focus on integration across a circumscribed set of behavioral results across studies. See Shipstead et al. (2010) for a discussion of study-specific outcome measures, as well as discussion of the physiological results reported by Olesen et al. (2004) and McNab et al. (2009).
method of training. Thus, near transfer effects are potentially inflated by task-specific practice and therefore not necessarily interpretable as change to WM capacity. Second, the tasks that some researchers have used to measure change to certain abilities are not always appropriate. For instance, we argue that, due to the exclusion of congruent trials, performance on Stroop tasks used by some researchers (e.g., Klingberg et al., 2005, 2002; Olesen et al., 2004; Westerberg et al., 2008) may not be related to a person’s WM. In these cases, the presence or absence of an effect would be equally misleading. If WM capacity is not related to performance on Stroop tasks that exclude congruent trials (Hutchison, 2007; Kane & Engle, 2003), then increased WM capacity cannot readily explain improved performance on such tasks. Thus, we focus our review on integrating studies in terms of the breadth of tasks included in training batteries, and the relationship of near and far transfer results. Through this method of analysis we aim to advance the theory and methodology employed in WM training studies.

A list of relevant Gf and attention tasks is included on Table 1. Additional information regarding the reliability of these and other tasks can be found in the Appendix.

The majority of studies have been conducted using Cogmed Working Memory Training (2006) software. Cogmed training involves several verbal and visuo-spatial simple span tasks that have been embedded within simple video games. Some games involve static displays (e.g., a grid such as Figure 1a), while other games require participants to track movement (e.g., floating asteroids, rotating grids). Cogmed is an adaptive task, in that trial-by-trial performance determines how much information a trainee is required to remember. Both forward and backward recall are practiced. This regimen was developed by Klingberg and colleagues (Klingberg et al., 2005, 2002) and is now commercially available through private practices (Cogmed, 2011). Many studies that use this software were conducted by researchers who are not affiliated with Cogmed. Thus, we do not view the high proportion of studies that use Cogmed software as a weakness. Instead, it allows us to view a training technique that has been applied across several contexts. Additionally, a minority of the reviewed studies are either unpublished (Seidler et al., 2010; Westerberg et al., 2008)3 or published as book chapters (Shavelson, Yuan, & Alonzo, 2008). We acknowledge that they have not been subjected to peer review. However, we justify the inclusion of these studies as a necessary component of avoiding the file-drawer phenomenon, in which positive results are published while negative results go unnoticed.

### Working Memory Training and Children

Studies that focus on children from populations associated with WM capacity deficits are examined separately from studies that are focused on typically developing children (see Table 2). However, it is clear that independent of the population studied, WM training improves performance on STM tasks. To reiterate, in studies involving children, we define STM as either forward simple span recall or an average of forward and backward performance. Of the 11 studies that fit this rubric (see Table 2), eight report unequivocal transfer, while three (Bergman Nutley et al., 2011; Holmes, Gathercole, & Dunning, 2009; Van der Molen, Van Luit, Van der Molen, Klugkist, & Jongmans, 2010) report mixed transfer (either visuo-spatial or verbal STM).

#### Preview of results

Several studies include valid measures of WM capacity (see Table 2); however, as we discuss, there is concern regarding consistent use of appropriate control groups. In terms of far transfer, some studies that use Cogmed training find evidence of transfer to Gf and attention. However, this transfer has been demonstrated using a limited number of tasks, some of which have questionable relationships to WM. A limited number of studies use n-back or running span training and do report associations between progress during training and increased Gf. However, near transfer tasks are not included. Finally, evidence of improvements to ADHD-related symptoms is sparse.

### Working memory training and children with ADHD/low WM capacity

All studies that were focused on children with ADHD/low WM capacity used simple/complex span tasks at their primary method of training. Cogmed software is most prevalent (see Table 2). Exceptions include Alloway (in press) and Van der Molen et al. (2010), who trained children on Jungle Memory (Alloway & Alloway, 2008) and OddYellow (Van der Molen et al., 2010). Jungle Memory features three adaptive complex span tasks that require memory of visuo-spatial or verbal information (locations or numbers) in the face of interpolated processing tasks (word completion, mental rotation, or mathematics). OddYellow presents trainees with three shapes that differ in terms of the features they possess: Two are identically shaped and two are black. The trainee is required to rapidly (< 5 s) indicate which item has the unique shape and then indicate (< 2 s) which item is yellow. After one to seven trials, the participant must recall the spatial locations of all previously presented yellow items.

#### Transfer to WM capacity

Seven studies that focused on children who were assumed to have WM capacity deficits explicitly tested WM capacity (see Table 2). While Van der Molen et al. (2010) were the only researchers who failed to find any transfer effects, the overall results must be interpreted cautiously. Holmes et al. (2010), Kronenberger, Pisoni, Heming, Colson, and Hazzard (2011), and Mezzacappa and Buckner (2010) did not include a control group; thus, their transfer findings are confounded by repeated testing. K. I. E. Dahlín’s (2011) results were relative to the control group of Klingberg et al. (2005).4 Thus, due to a difference of group characteristics (special education vs. ADHD) and preexisting knowledge of the findings of Klingberg et al. (2005), this result may also be interpreted as a test–retest effect. Finally, Alloway (in press) did not report whether the participants in the training group showed significant improvement on their WM measure. Rather, she only reported that the training group showed larger posttest improvement than did the control group. The concern is that the control group performed numerically worse at posttest than pretest, and this may have been the source of reported transfer.

---

3 We focused on behavioral data relative to a control group. Per personal communication with Y. Brehmer (July 29, 2011), additional information that is specific to the training group of Westerberg et al. (2008) along with potential genetic predictors of performance on the training task can be found in Bellander et al. (2011) and Brehmer et al. (2009).

4 Klingberg et al. (2005) reported an average of forward and backward span performance. Dahlín (2011) separated this data for the control group of Klingberg et al. (2005). Dahlín (2011) additionally included a no-contact control group for any far transfer measures that were not included in the study of Klingberg et al. (2005).
The only study involving children with ADHD or low WM capacity to demonstrate unqualified near transfer was Holmes et al. (2009). Interestingly, this improvement was not only demonstrated with traditional span tasks but also in a task that required children to repeat complex sets of instructions (e.g., Gathercole et al., 2008). As we have stated, children with low WM capacity have difficulty completing such tasks (Engle et al., 1991; Gathercole et al., 2008), and this finding serves as an interesting analogue to real-world behavior.

**Transfer to Gf and achievement tests.** Six studies examined the effect of WM training on Gf (see Table 2). The results are mixed. Both Klingberg et al. (2002) and Klingberg et al. (2005) reported Ravens improvements, relative to nonadaptive control groups. However, neither Holmes et al. (2009) nor Holmes et al. (2010) found any improvement on a different measure of reasoning, following Cogmed training (WASI performance IQ; block design and matrix reasoning subtests; Wechsler, 1999; see Table 1). K. I. E. Dahlin (2011), on the other hand, reported test–retest improvement on Ravens, but this was not significantly different from her control group (ADHD children from Klingberg et al., 2005). Van der Molen et al. (2010) did not find transfer of Odd/Yellow training to Ravens (Raven, 1998).

Five studies included achievement tests in their transfer batteries (see Table 1). Three are directly comparable, due to the inclusion of common tasks. These tests involved numerical computation (Wechsler Objective Number Dimensions [WOND]; Wechsler, 1996) and vocabulary (Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence [WASI] Verbal IQ; Wechsler, 1999; Wechsler Objective Reading Dimensions [WORD]; Wechsler, 1993). Holmes et al. (2009) did not find transfer to WASI Verbal IQ, WORD, or WOND. Additionally, Holmes et al. (2010) did not find transfer to WASI Verbal IQ. Alloway (in press), on the other hand, reports transfer to WASI Verbal IQ and WOND, but, as with her WM results, this was relative to a control group who performed numerically worse at posttest.

K. I. E. Dahlin (2011) included tests of reading comprehension, recognition of spelling errors and phonological reading ability. 5

---

5 Reading comprehension tasks were drawn from the Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (http://nces.ed.gov/surveys/PRLS) and the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (http://www.iea.nl/reading_literacy.html). Other tasks were developed in house.
### Table 2
Transfer Results for Studies With Children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training program (by group characteristic)</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>STM</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>CS</th>
<th>WMC</th>
<th>ADHD Obj.</th>
<th>ADHD Subj.</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Age in years M (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Children with ADHD and/or low WMC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogmed (ADHD)</td>
<td>Beck et al. (2010)</td>
<td>No contact</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogmed (ADHD)</td>
<td>Gibson et al. (2011)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogmed (ADHD)</td>
<td>Klingberg et al. (2002)</td>
<td>Nonadaptive task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogmed (ADHD)</td>
<td>Klingberg et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Nonadaptive task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogmed (ADHD)</td>
<td>Mezzacappa &amp; Buchner (2010)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogmed (ADHD)</td>
<td>Kronenberger et al. (2011)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogmed (low WMC)</td>
<td>Holmes et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Nonadaptive task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JungleMemory (learning disability)</td>
<td>Alloway (in press)</td>
<td>Learning support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OddYellow (borderline IQ)</td>
<td>Van der Molen et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Response time task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Typically developing children</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogmed</td>
<td>Bergman Nutley et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Nonadaptive task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogmed</td>
<td>Shavelson et al. (2008)$^b$</td>
<td>Nonadaptive task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogmed</td>
<td>Thorell et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Computer games</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-back</td>
<td>Jaeggi et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Knowledge training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running span$^c$</td>
<td>Zhao et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Computer games</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** ✓ = significant transfer; ? = mixed transfer; dash = no transfer; DNR = did not report; STM = short-term memory; WMC = working memory capacity; BS = backward span; CS = complex span; Gf = general fluid intelligence; Ach. = achievement; Attn. = attention; ADHD = attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; Obj. = objective measurement; Subj. = subjective measurement; n = number of participants included in posttest session.

$^a$ Training task did not adapt to performance. $^b$ Study not published in a peer reviewed journal. $^c$ Data unavailable; age range substituted.
Results were mixed. Children improved on the reading comprehension test, but not on the other two.

Finally, Van der Molen et al. (2010) included measures of arithmetic (Tempo Test Rekenen; de Vos, 1992; see Table 1) and reading ability (Één Minuut Test; Brus & Voeten, 1973; see Table 1). No immediate training effects were apparent.

**Transfer to attention.** Four studies used the Stroop task to measure transfer to attention. Klingberg et al. (2002) reported transfer on this task relative to control participants, and Klingberg et al. (2005) replicated this finding. Van der Molen et al. (2010) did not find transfer of OddYellow training to Stroop performance. This inconsistency may be attributable to differences in training programs (Cogmed vs. OddYellow), or populations from which participants were drawn (ADHD vs. lower IQ). Relevant to this question, K. I. E. Dahlin (2011) used Cogmed training with special education students and did not find transfer to Stroop performance. This suggests the difference may be population specific.

In reference to the Stroop tasks used by Klingberg et al. (2005, 2002), a later article (Klingberg, 2010) states that “control congruent trials were not included” (p. 319). This is a point on which the original reports were vague, and it is consequential. As we have noted, when congruent trials are omitted, WM capacity does not predict performance on the Stroop task (Hutchison, 2007; Kane & Engle, 2003). The exclusion of congruent trials from the Stroop tasks of Klingberg et al. (2002) and Klingberg et al. (2005) implies that the reported performance improvements are not readily explained by increases in WM capacity.

Of further concern, research in this area has thus far relied heavily on the Stroop task. Future studies should employ a variety of tasks that converge on the attention construct (e.g., antisaccade, Hallett, 1978; flanker, Ericson & Ericson, 1974). This would increase confidence that WM training improves attentional control in children with ADHD/low WM capacity.

**ADHD-related symptoms.** Klingberg et al. (2002) and Klingberg et al. (2005) employed objective measures of ADHD-specific symptoms. In both studies, head movements (i.e., hyperactive behaviors) were recorded while the child completed a continuous performance task (see Table 1). Although Klingberg et al. (2002) found a significant training-related reduction in movements (relative to an active control group), this did not replicate in the double-blind study of Klingberg et al. (2005). Klingberg et al. (2002) also included a choice reaction time task (see Table 1) in their far transfer battery. By the account of Westerberg et al. (2004), performance on this task should reflect the ability to sustain attention, and improvement would thus signal a decrease in inattentive symptoms. However, posttest performance revealed equivocal evidence of transfer.

Gibson et al. (2011) took a different approach by measuring changes with a free recall task (e.g., 12 words are presented, test taker tries to remember as many as possible). Performance on free recall tests can be divided into two components: primary and secondary memory (cf. Craik & Birtwistle, 1971; Tulving & Colotla, 1970). Primary memory refers to recall of the final items on the list and is conceptually similar to STM. Secondary memory refers to recall of items from early in the list and is conceptually similar to long-term memory. A separate study by Gibson, Gondoli, Flies, Dobrzenski, & Unsworth (2009) found that children with ADHD are specifically deficient on the secondary memory portion of free recall. However, while Gibson et al. (2011) found that Cogmed training improved primary memory performance, retrieval from secondary memory was unaffected.

Four studies included subjective reports of ADHD symptoms in the form of teacher- and/or parent-provided ratings on forms such as the Conners Rating Scale (Conners, 2001) and the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th ed., text rev.; American Psychiatric Association, 2000). These inventories allow researchers to judge the presence of symptoms such as inattention and hyperactive behaviors outside of the laboratory. A serious problem is that raters were rarely blind to condition assignment, and a predictable pattern emerged. When raters were aware that children were receiving WM training, they reported behavioral improvements (i.e., teachers in Mezzacappa & Buckner, 2010; parents in Beck et al., 2010; teachers and parents in Gibson et al., 2011). When raters were blind to condition assignment, they did not report behavioral changes (i.e., teachers in Beck et al., 2010; teachers in Klingberg et al., 2005). One exception to this trend was the parents in Klingberg et al. (2005), who, despite being blind to condition assignment, reported training-group-specific decreases in inattention and hyperactivity. Additionally, the nonblind teachers in Gibson et al. (2011) reported decreased inattention but not hyperactivity. Regardless, the majority of subjective data conforms to predictions that could be made on the basis of expectation of outcome alone (e.g., M. Conway & Ross, 1984; DeLouche et al., 2010; Greenwald et al., 1991). When raters know that children are receiving treatment, training-related changes are perceived. When raters are blind, training-related changes are not perceived.

**Working memory training and typically developing children.** The bottom portion of Table 2 details five studies that have been conducted with typically developing children. These studies were not limited to simple/complex span tasks but also included training on n-back and running span.

**Transfer to WM capacity.** To date, studies that involve typically developing children have produced mixed near transfer results. In a study focused on middle school children, Shavelson et al. (2008) included two complex span tasks. The training group did not show posttest improvements on either task, relative to an active control group. Bergman Nutley et al. (2011), on the other hand, did find transfer of training to a complex span task for younger children.

The training program employed by Thorell, Lindqvist, Bergman, Bohlin, and Klingberg (2009) was restricted to visuo-spatial tasks. Thus, it is potentially interesting that trained children increased their simple span scores on a verbal task. This finding, however, did not replicate in a later study (Bergman Nutley et al., 2011).

**Transfer to Gf.** No study involving training on span tasks (see Table 2) reported significant transfer to Gf. Shavelson et al. (2008) measured Gf using Ravens, while Thorell et al. (2009) used a block design task (Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence–Revised; Wechsler, 1995). Bergman Nutley et al. (2011) included both Ravens (three versions) and block-design tasks (Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence, 3rd ed.; Wechsler, 2004).

Other training methods have reported greater success. Although Jaeggi et al. (2011) found no overall transfer of n-back training to a composite Gf measure (Ravens and the Test of Nonverbal Intelligence; Brown, Sherbenou, & Johnsen, 1997), a post hoc analysis revealed that children who made large progress on the
training task also improved on the Gf measure, while the small-progress group did not. Zhao, Wang, Liu, and Zhou (2011) trained children on a nonadaptive running span task. These researchers found transfer to Ravens and further reported a correlation between improvement on the training task and far transfer (.54).

Both Jaeggi et al., 2011 and Zhao et al., 2011 found strong associations between progress in training and far transfer. Thus, further research with both types of training is warranted. However, far transfer cannot be readily attributed to increased WM capacity, as neither study reported near transfer tasks. Of note, an earlier report regarding the data of Jaeggi et al. (2011; Buschkuehl, Jaeggi, Jonides, & Shah, 2010) indicated that n-back and a continuous performance task (see Table 1) were included in the transfer battery. These results were not included in the published version but would have allowed for a clearer understanding of the generality of their post hoc analysis (i.e., did improvements on the training task also predict near transfer to WM and far transfer to attention?).

Transfer to attention. Thorell et al. (2009) examined the effect of adaptive WM training on the attention of preschoolers, via several measures. Dependent variables included errors on a Stroop-like task (i.e., name the opposite: day/night and boy/girl), omissions and incorrect responses on a go/no-go task (see Table 1) and omissions on a continuous performance task (see Table 1). Relative to control children, trained children showed a decrease in the number of correct responses that were omitted in the go/no-go and continuous performance tasks. This may provide evidence that training on an adaptive WM task improves vigilance. However, as with studies involving children who have a presumed WM deficiency, the evidence of transfer to attention is limited in scope and therefore requires broader study before a confident statement can be made.

Working Memory Training with Young Adults

Table 3 summarizes 13 WM training experiments that have been conducted with young adults. Due to differences in both results and theoretical perspectives, the studies have been organized by type of training procedure (i.e., simple/complex span task, n-back, running span), and further discussion is similarly organized. The training program used by Schmiedek et al. (2010) was not strictly based on WM and is therefore difficult to classify. However, this is one of the few studies to attempt to measure transfer to latent abilities; it is discussed in detail in later sections.

As with studies involving children, control groups are a concern (see Table 3). Nine experiments used no-contact control groups; one did not include a control group; and Klingberg et al. (2002) compared their healthy adult participants to an ADHD-diagnosed control group from a separate experiment (children from Experiment 1 of Klingberg et al., 2002). Thus, with little control for Hawthorne/placebo effects (e.g., Klingberg, 2010; Shipstead et al., 2010), Table 3 provides an optimistic view of the effect of WM training on young adults.

Preview of results. There is little evidence that training programs that are based on simple/complex span tasks (top of Table 3) change the cognitive abilities of young adults. n-back training (middle of Table 3), on the other hand, has shown promise in terms of transfer to Gf. However, increased WM capacity does not readily explain this effect, and an alternate mechanism of far transfer has yet to be identified. Finally, E. Dahlin and colleagues (E. Dahlin, Nyberg, et al., 2008; E. Dahlin, Stigsdotter Neely et al., 2008) propose that transfer of training is limited to tasks that tap the same cognitive functions as the method of training (i.e., there is no general effect of training). Direct evidence is preliminary.

Simple/complex span task training and young adults. Seven studies that trained young adults on simple/complex span tasks are included in the top section of Table 3. Of note, Chein and Morrison (2010) was the only study to train participants on adaptive complex span tasks, while the program of Colom, Quiroga, et al. (2010) involved only three sessions of practice on nonadaptive tasks.

Transfer to WM capacity. There is little evidence that simple/complex span training increases WM capacity in young adults (see Table 3). Most studies have used STM tasks as their measures of near transfer. Chein and Morrison (2010) reported significant training-related improvements on complex span performance. However, the tasks in the near transfer battery were nonadaptive versions of the same tasks on which participants had trained. As such, this transfer effect can be readily attributed to practice.

Transfer to Gf. Evidence of transfer to Gf is similarly sparse. Six experiments measured far transfer of simple/complex span training to Gf tasks (see Table 3), but only two reported significant results. Of note, these two studies had training groups of four or fewer participants (i.e., Klingberg et al., 2002; Olesen et al., 2004), while the experiments that reported a lack of far transfer had training groups of 19 or more participants (i.e., Chein & Morrison, 2010; Westerberg et al., 2008). Thus, an effect of simple/complex span training on the reasoning abilities of young adults has yet to be demonstrated in a large-scale study.

Transfer to attention. At a glance, Table 3 implies that transfer to attention is among the most promising avenues for simple/complex span training. Of the six experiments that included attention tasks, five report some evidence of transfer.

There are, however, several concerns. Due to choice of control group (i.e., ADHD-diagnosed children; Table 1), the results of Klingberg et al. (2002) are best viewed as a test–retest effect. Moreover, Klingberg (2010) reported that Stroop tasks in Klingberg et al. (2002) and Olesen et al. (2004) did not include congruent trials. Thus, as with studies involving children, training-related improvements cannot be readily attributed to increased WM capacity (cf. Hutchison, 2007; Kane & Engle, 2003). This concern is reinforced by Experiment 2 of Olesen et al. (2004), which found far transfer to performance of the Stroop task but equivocal evidence of near transfer to two simple span tasks. This further suggests that something other than increased WM capacity is at the root of far transfer to Stroop performance. Finally, the results of Chein and Morrison (2010; 50% congruent) indicate that the effect of adaptive complex span training on Stroop performance is, at best, weak. While one-tailed z tests revealed that the training and no-contact groups differed in their posttest Stroop performance, the relevant interaction (Testing Session × Group) was small ($\eta_p^2 = .056$) and failed to reach statistical significance.

As reported by Dahlin, Nyberg, et al. (2008, p. 772), Dahlin, Stigsdotter Neely, et al., is a subset of the data in Dahlin, Nyberg, et al. (2008).

The online supplement of McNab et al. (2009) reported that participants were tested on Ravens, but the results were not reported.
The largest concern, however, regards the unpublished study of Westerberg et al. (2008). In this study, 55 young adults performed a dual "n-back" task. The dual n-back task is defined as a task in which participants attend to simultaneously presented visual and auditory stimuli and respond when either matches a stimulus that was presented n items ago.

Transfer to WM capacity. The only n-back training study to show transfer to complex span was the unpublished report of Seidler et al. (2010). Jaeggi and colleagues (Jaeggi et al., 2008; Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al., 2010) twice failed to detect near transfer from adaptive n-back training to complex span tasks. A similar lack of transfer between n-back and complex span has been found in studies in which participants trained on nonadaptive n-back tasks (Li et al., 2008; Schmiedek et al., 2010). It should be noted that several studies have concluded that n-back and complex span tasks tap related but separable aspects of WM capacity (Ilkowska, 2011; Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, et al., 2010; Kane, Conway, Miura, & Colflesh, 2007; Schmiedek et al., 2009). This may explain the lack of near transfer; however, a new problem arises: Far transfer of adaptive n-back training cannot be easily attributed to a general increase in WM capacity.

Transfer to Gf. Jaeggi and associates (Jaeggi et al., 2008; Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al., 2010) have twice demonstrated far transfer of training to matrix reasoning tasks (see Table 3). In order to reconcile the finding of far transfer with the absence of near transfer Jaeggi et al. (2008) initially proposed that the divided attention aspect of the dual n-back might have strengthened executive function, which, in turn, led to an increase in Gf.

This hypothesis was subsequently tested by Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al. (2010), who included two training conditions: dual n-back and single n-back (visuo-spatial component only). For the single n-back condition, far transfer to Ravens (Raven, 1990) and BOMAT (see Table 1) was found. Thus, the divided-attention hypothesis was falsified. More problematic, the dual n-back group showed transfer to Ravens but not to BOMAT. BOMAT was the Gf task used to demonstrate transfer in the original study of Jaeggi et al. (2008). Thus, this second study (Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al., 2010) may also be interpreted as a failure to replicate an earlier finding from the same research group.

These complications aside, Jaeggi and colleagues (Jaeggi et al., 2008; Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al., 2010; Seidler et al., 2010) have twice found transfer of n-back training to Gf tasks. Thus, for adults, n-back training has shown promise relative to simple/...
complex span training. However, future challenges include (a) identifying the near transfer mechanism of n-back training effects, (b) demonstrating transfer to nonmatrix reasoning tasks (cf. Moody, 2009), and (c) demonstrating transfer relative to an active control group.

**Running span training with young adults.** E. Dahlin and associates (E. Dahlin, Nyberg, et al., 2008; E. Dahlin, Stigsdotter Neely, et al., 2008) hypothesized that transfer effects should be function specific. For instance, if a training task involves updating immediate memory, then transfer should only occur for tasks that require memory updating. E. Dahlin, Stigsdotter Neely, et al. (2008) demonstrated via fMRI that the running span and n-back elicit common activation in the striatum, which is a potential gateway for WM updating (McNab & Klingberg, 2008; see also Awh & Vogel, 2008). It was thus assumed that both running span and n-back require memory updating, and training on one should transfer to the other.

Consistent with this hypothesis, E. Dahlin, Stigsdotter Neely, et al. (2008) found transfer of running span training to the n-back and posttraining increases in striatal activation were common to both tasks. Critically, no transfer was found for the Stroop task, which did not elicit striatal activation. Ostensibly consistent with their function-specific hypothesis, transfer to complex span was also absent (E. Dahlin, Nyberg, et al., 2008); however, fMRI data were not available for this task.

Although this hypothesis is interesting, complex span and updating tasks (in particular the running span) are typically found to be highly related and are often argued to reflect the same cognitive mechanisms (Broadway & Engle, 2010; Miyake et al., 2000; see also Schmiedek et al., 2009). Therefore, it is unclear why complex span performance should not benefit from running span training.

Of particular concern, the running span and n-back share a great deal of feature overlap (see Figure 2). Both involve attending to a series of serially presented items, and keeping track of only the last few. Thus, task-relevant practice provides a plausible alternate account of the limited transfer findings reported by E. Dahlin, Nyberg, et al. (2008) and E. Dahlin, Stigsdotter Neely et al. (2008).

Future studies will need to eliminate this possibility by demonstrating function-specific transfer to a broader range of tasks.

**Working Memory Training and Older Adults**

**Transfer to WM capacity.** Table 4 indicates that older adults typically show near to WM tasks that match the method of training, but not to WM tasks that are dissimilar. One exception is the study of Schmiedek et al. (2010), who report that, after training on a battery that included the n-back, older adults did not show transfer to an n-back task but did show transfer to one of three complex span tasks.

E. Dahlin, Stigsdotter Neely, et al. (2008) did not find transfer of running span training to n-back for older adults. This is noteworthy because, in contrast to younger participants (who did show transfer), older participants did not show pretraining striatal activation when performing the running span. Training did increase activation in this area; however, this was only apparent when participants were performing the running span. Striatal activation remained absent when the n-back was performed. This was taken as an indication that the extent of transfer is limited by age-related brain deficiencies.

**Transfer to Gf.** Four experiments tested participants on Ravens (see Table 4), but only Schmiedek et al. (2010) reported significant transfer. This finding, however, is qualified by two further results. First, no transfer occurred for three other reasoning tasks (subscales of the Berlin Intelligence Structure Test; Jäger, Süss, & Beauducel, 1997; see Table 1). Second, due to the large participant sample and use of multiple tests, Schmiedek et al. (2010) were able to test transfer of training at the latent-factor level (e.g., Figures 3 and 4). However, transfer to latent Gf was absent, thus suggesting the Ravens improvements were task specific.

**Transfer to attention.** Richmond, Morrison, Chein, and Olson (2011) did not find transfer to a battery of attention tasks that involved counting and/or visually searching for specific stimuli (Test of Everyday Attention; Robertson, Ward, Ridgeway, &
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**Table 4**

**Transfer Results for Studies With Older Adults**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training program</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>WMC</th>
<th>Age in years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple/simple span training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex/simple span</td>
<td>Buschkuehl et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Cardio-exercise</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex span</td>
<td>Richmond et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Trivia</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogmed</td>
<td>Brehm et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Nonadaptive task</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-back training</td>
<td>Li et al. (2008)</td>
<td>No contact</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running span training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running span</td>
<td>E. Dahlin, Nyberg, et al. (2008)</td>
<td>No contact</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running span</td>
<td>E. Dahlin, Stigsdotter Neely, et al. (2008, E2)</td>
<td>No contact</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other WM training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various tasks</td>
<td>Schmiedek et al. (2010)</td>
<td>No contact</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. ✓ = significant transfer; ? = mixed transfer; dash = no transfer; STM = short-term memory; WMC = working memory capacity; CS = complex span task; Gf = general fluid intelligence; Attn. = attention; LTM = long-term memory; n = number of participants included in posttest session. a Training task did not adapt to performance. b Data unavailable; age range substituted.*
Nimmo-Smith, 1994; see Table 1). Brehmer et al. (2011), on the other hand, reported limited transfer that mirrored the younger participants of Westerberg et al. (2008): Older participants improved their performance on PASAT and a choice reaction time task (see Table 1), but transfer to Stroop performance was absent.

**Retrieval from long-term memory.** Age-related declines in WM capacity can largely account for age-related declines in memory retrieval (McCabe, Roediger, McDaniel, Balota, & Hambrick, 2010; Park et al., 1996; see also Salthouse & Babcock, 1991). Several studies thus examined performance on long-term memory tasks. However, evidence of transfer was limited.

Many studies focused on delayed free recall tests, in which participants attempt to recall a long list of items after a delay of several minutes. Neither Buschkuehl et al. (2008) nor E. Dahlin, Stigsdotter Neely, et al. (2008) found transfer (though the training group in Buschkuehl et al., 2008, did show a test–retest effect that was absent for controls). Brehmer et al. (2011) reported only marginal improvement. Richmond et al. (2011) found that participants were less likely to repeat items during recall, but the overall number of items recalled did not increase.

Two studies tested transfer using paired associates tasks. These tasks present a series of word pairs, and later require test takers to recall one word when the other is shown. The older participants of Schmiedek et al. (2010) improved on this task; however, transfer was not apparent in the results of E. Dahlin, Stigsdotter Neely, et al. (2008).

**Duration of Transfer**

Table 5 presents transfer results for studies that included follow-up sessions. For ease of viewing, tasks that did not show transfer at either posttest are omitted. Attention tasks are not reported on Table 5 but can be summarized: The results of Westerberg et al. (2008) remained stable at posttest, while Klingberg et al. (2005) did not find long-term transfer to Stroop. This was not due to a decline in the training group’s performance; rather, the control group improved at the follow-up session. Additionally, the subjective ADHD scores of Beck et al. (2010) and Klingberg et al. (2005) remained stable.

**Transfer to WM capacity.** Near transfer results were mostly stable. Notable exceptions include Van der Molen et al. (2010) and Kronenberger et al. (2011). At the first posttest, Van der Molen et al. found transfer to verbal STM but not visuo-spatial STM. At the follow-up session these results reversed. Additionally, Van der Molen et al. reported that a group that was performing a low-difficulty, nonadaptive version of OddYellow showed signs of transfer to WM that were not apparent at the original posttest. However, this did not occur for the group that performed rigorous training. Kronenberger et al. (2011), who were conducting a pilot study on children with cochlear implants, found that evidence of near transfer had disappeared by the 6-month follow-up. Despite this, far transfer to a sentence repetition task remained. These sentences were drawn from a limited pool, and thus test–retest effects cannot be ruled out (particularly in the absence of a control group). However, the researchers argue that the 6-month delay between sessions contradicts this interpretation.

Finally, near transfer was absent for the older adults who were included in the study of Buschkuehl et al. (2008). They did, however, show improvements in verbal free recall that were not apparent at the first posttest.

**Transfer to Gf and achievement.** It is reasonable to assume that transfer to tests of academic attainment require time before the effect of training will be seen. Holmes et al. (2009) reported that at the 6-month follow-up, children who received WM training improved their performance on the mathematical reasoning subtest of WOND (see Table 1), but not on verbal tests (WASI Verbal IQ; WORD; see Table 1). Similarly, Van der Molen et al. (2010) reported that children who were trained on either low-difficulty or adaptive OddYellow improved on an arithmetic test (Tempo Test Rekenen; see Table 1) but not on a reading test (Eén Minuut Test; see Table 1). In addition to these findings, K. I. E. Dahlin (2011) reported that improved reading comprehension remained stable across the 6- to 7-month delay.

The long-term improvement reported by Holmes et al. (2009), however, was within group. The control group was not included in the follow-up. Thus, test–retest effects cannot be ruled out (also maturation effects; Campbell & Stanley, 1963). This alternate account is strengthened by the results of Klingberg et al. (2005) and Jaeggi et al. (2011). In both studies, training-related improvements on Gf tasks were diminished or absent at the follow-up posttest. These effects, however, were not driven by a regression of training group scores but rather by improved control-group scores over the course of three testing sessions. Nonetheless, the long-term effect of WM training on scholastic achievement tests is an understudied area that requires future research.

**Attributing Training Effects to Latent Change**

Three of the reviewed studies have attempted to demonstrate transfer of training to latent abilities rather than to single tasks. Two (Bergman Nutley et al., 2011; Schmiedek et al., 2010) have found evidence of latent change; however, neither instance was attributable to WM. A third study (Colom, Quiroga, et al., 2010) found large improvements on several measures of Gf but no evidence of latent change.

**Schmiedek et al. (2010).** Schmiedek et al. (2010) did not specifically train participants on a WM task. Rather, participants completed 100 sessions of practice on several tasks (e.g., n-back, episodic memory, reaction time). Using a latent change model (based on McArdle & Prindle, 2008), Schmiedek et al. (2010; see Table 3) report that younger adults showed a small, but statistically significant, increase in Gf as defined by Ravens and the three Berlin Intelligence Structure tests listed in Table 1. Thus, unlike transfer of training to single tasks, this finding indicates that cognitive training may change latent abilities. However, while near transfer was found for WM tasks that were similar to tasks found in the training program (including n-back), near transfer to untrained complex span tasks was not found. Thus, while Schmiedek et al. (2010) did find transfer to Gf (for younger adults), this effect cannot be specifically attributed to time spent on WM training or an increase in WM capacity (both of which are assumed to be critical components of a successful training program; e.g., Klingberg, 2010).

---

9 Per personal communication with Y. Brehmer (July 20, 2011). Participants reported in Brehmer et al. (2011) were older participants from the unpublished study of Westerberg et al. (2008).
Bergman Nutley et al. (2011). As indicated in Table 2, Bergman Nutley et al. (2011) did not find transfer of WM training to Gf. This experiment did, however, include two other conditions in which children were trained on adaptive, nonverbal reasoning tasks. These tasks involved pattern completion, logical progression, and classification. Difficulty was altered through increasing sequence lengths and the number of relevant dimensions in the puzzle (e.g., size, shape, etc.). At posttest, children who had been trained using this procedure showed increases (relative to a non-adaptive WM control group) on a factor composed of three variations of Ravens along with WPPSI Block Design (Wechsler, 1994; see Table 1). This may prove to be an important finding. However, the relationship of the training program to the transfer tasks is a concern. Children were provided with extensive practice at finding patterns among nonverbal items, a skill that is important to matrix reasoning and block design tasks but may not be applicable to other contexts. Thus, the interesting results of Bergman Nutley et al. (2011) would be made more persuasive by follow-up studies that demonstrate transfer even when Gf is more broadly defined.

Colom, Quiroga, et al. (2010). A recent study by Colom, Quiroga, et al. (2010) highlights our concern regarding the use of single tasks as measure of abilities. In this study, participants received three sessions of practice on either a battery of nonadaptive WM tasks or a battery of nonadaptive processing-speed tasks and attention tasks. Transfer was tested using Ravens and subcomponents of the Differential Aptitude Test battery (DAT; abstract reasoning [AR], verbal reasoning [VR], and spatial relations [SR]; see Table 1). Large test–retest effects were found on three of four reasoning tasks (Ravens, DAT-VR, DAT-SR). However, these effects were present in both the WM and the non-WM groups.

Colom, Quiroga, et al. (2010), nonetheless, tested whether these test–retest improvements could be attributed to increases in Gf. This was accomplished using Jensen’s (1998) method of correlated vectors. In this technique, the factor loadings of a variety of tests (e.g., loadings of Gf) are first obtained using untrained participants. Some tests should load highly on the factor of interest, while others should not. If a training program affects this factor (e.g., if Gf increases), then performance improvements should be greatest for the tasks with the highest pretest loadings and smallest for the tasks with the lowest loadings.

Colom, Quiroga, et al. (2010) could not attribute the performance improvements to increased Gf. Of the tasks in their battery, the one that had the highest g-loading (DAT-AR; Bennett, Seashore, & Wesman, 1990; see Table 1) was also the only reasoning task on which participants did not show a training effect. Thus, as we have argued, improved performance on individual tests is not sufficient to conclude that an underlying ability has changed.

Summary and Future Questions

Do Training Programs Increase WM Capacity?

We began by stating that rather than attempting to judge the efficacy of WM training based upon the presence or absence of far transfer results (e.g., Klingberg, 2010; Morrison & Chein, 2011; Shipstead et al., 2010), our conclusions would focus on how well the fundamental assumptions of the training literature have thus far been supported. The first assumption is that WM training increases WM capacity. Verifying this claim should be a prominent goal of the literature, as increased WM capacity is the mechanism through which far transfer is hypothesized to occur. The literature review reveals two prominent concerns: (a) studies that test near transfer using STM tasks and (b) near transfer tasks that closely resemble the method of training.

Examining studies that trained participants with simple/complex span tasks (see Tables 2, 3, and 4), evidence of near transfer is often demonstrated via simple span. This is particularly true for
studies involving adults. Only Chein and Morrison (2010) and Richmond et al. (2011) have attempted to demonstrate transfer via complex span tasks. Although both studies reported near transfer, Chein and Morrison’s effect was obtained using the task on which participants had trained. Studies involving children have been more consistent in using WM tasks as tests of near transfer. However, while many of these studies reported transfer to WM, several did not include adequate control groups (K. I. E. Dahlin, 2011; Holmes et al., 2010; Kronenberger et al., 2011; Mezzacappa & Buckner, 2010) or reported equivocal results (Alloway, in press). Of the Cogmed and OddYellow studies that included control groups (see Table 2), only two (Bergman Nutley et al., 2011; Holmes et al., 2009) demonstrated significant transfer using WM tasks. Thus, there is clear need for future studies to consistently employ valid WM tasks, in conjunction with adequate control groups.

However, a larger concern regards transfer across categories of WM tasks. As we have noted, span tasks are not simply related to one another by WM but also by several task-relevant features (e.g., remembering certain types of information in sequence). We therefore make the simple observation that studies in which participants are trained on simple/complex span tasks have thus far avoided attempting to demonstrate near transfer to a broad variety of WM tasks (e.g., n-back or running span). Moreover, studies that trained participants on n-back and running span (lower portions of Tables 2, 3, and 4) have often attempted to demonstrate near transfer to complex span tasks but rarely found it.

This latter trend may be interpreted in one of two ways. On one hand, it may provide evidence that transfer from n-back or running span tasks does not improve WM in general. Rather, benefits of training are restricted to certain cognitive functions (e.g., E. Dahlin, Nyberg, et al., 2008; E. Dahlin, Stigsdotter Neely, et al., 2008; Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al., 2010). However, a more parsimonious explanation is that near transfer does not represent training of WM, but practice with certain varieties of WM task. For instance, learning (e.g., practice, strategies) that occurs during n-back and running span training may simply not apply to complex span tasks. To eliminate this possibility, a goal of future studies must be to demonstrate that near transfer can occur, even when task-specific overlap between training programs and transfer tasks has been minimized.

**Does Working Memory Explain Far Transfer?**

Verifying that near transfer effects are robust to task-specific changes will be an important step toward establishing the validity of WM training. However, a second concern is the degree to which far transfer results can be explained by increases in WM capacity. At this point, a direct link has not been established. In studies that have been successful in finding signs of latent change, WM training has either been only one aspect of a larger regimen (Schmiedek et al., 2010), or found to be ineffective (Bergman Nutley et al., 2011). Thus, there is a clear need to identify the source of far transfer results.

**Far transfer to Gf.** For children, 11 of the reviewed studies attempted to measure transfer to Gf. Of the nine that trained children using simple/complex span tasks, only two report transfer to Gf (Klingberg et al., 2005, 2002). This low success ratio may reflect a need to better understand the factors involved in transfer (e.g., Jaeggi et al., 2011), such as the training potential of a given population (e.g., Klingberg, 2010). However, an unavoidable concern is that for simple/complex span training, transfer to Gf has only been demonstrated using Ravens. Transfer to other reasoning tasks has yet to be demonstrated. It therefore remains parsimonious to assume that, rather than increasing WM capacity, the training program used by Klingberg et al. (2005, 2002) affected something that is important to Ravens but not general to all reasoning tasks (cf. Moody, 2009).

The early results of other WM training methods are promising. In studies with children, Jaeggi et al. (2011) and Zhao et al. (2011) found strong correlations between training task progress and improvements on Gf tasks. However, these results are preliminary, and replication with a wider variety of Gf tasks is required. More important, future studies should attempt to pinpoint the source of these changes by reporting near transfer tasks and attempt to understand why some children seem to benefit from WM training, while others do not.

For adults, there is virtually no evidence that simple/complex span training increases Gf (see Tables 3 and 4). In contrast, training with n-back has produced more encouraging results. Two n-back studies that tested far transfer to Gf reported significant gains (Jaeggi et al., 2008; Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al., 2010), while one did not. Interestingly, the study that did not find far transfer (Seidler et al., 2010) was also the only study to report near transfer to a WM task other than n-back. At this point there is little evidence to indicate that WM is responsible for transfer from n-back training to Gf.

Identifying the source of far transfer in the studies of Jaeggi et al. (2008) and Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al. (2010) is further confounded by the use of no-contact control groups. This concern is highlighted by the results of Colom, Quiroga, et al. (2010), who, after only three training sessions, found large test–retest gains on several Gf tasks. Importantly, this experiment is made comparable to Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al. (2010) by the common inclusion of Ravens in their far transfer batteries. To reiterate the findings of Colom, Quiroga, et al. (2010), test–retest improvements occurred regardless of whether participants trained on WM or processing speed tasks, and further analysis via the method of correlated vectors (Jensen, 1998) indicated that the gains did not represent increased Gf.

Despite limited training, Colom, Quiroga, et al. (2010) reported that their WM and perceptual speed groups showed pretest–posttest improvements on Ravens (d = 0.46 and .61, respectively) that were surprisingly comparable in magnitude to the pretest–posttest improvements shown by the single and dual n-back groups of Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al. (2010; d = 0.65 and .98, respectively) after 20 sessions. Critically, the no-contact control group of Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al. (2010) did not produce even a test–retest effect (d = 0.09). Thus, Colom, Quiroga, et al. (2010) were

10 It is sometimes implied that, because strategies are easily undermined (e.g., Chase & Ericsson, 1982), near transfer cannot be explained by strategy formation (e.g., Klingberg, 2010). This, however, is an assumption that is not put to the test in any of the reviewed articles. Indeed, explicit strategy training can produce effects that are quite similar to those produced by adaptive WM training programs (cf. St. Clair-Thompson, Stevens, Hunt, & Bolder, 2010).
able to produce test–retest effects that were substantially larger than those produced by no-contact groups while using a program that was neither focused on WM nor required prolonged effort. It is clear that, in addition to proposing a mechanism of change, the results of Jaeggi et al. (2008) and Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al. (2010) require replication relative to an active control group. This has been attempted; however, no evidence of transfer to Ravens was found (Seidler et al., 2010).

Far transfer to attention. Although several studies have reported training-related improvements in Stroop performance, WM cannot readily account for cases in which congruent trails were excluded (i.e., Klingberg et al., 2005, 2002; Olesen et al., 2004; as reported in Klingberg, 2010). Chein and Morrison (2010) found indications of a small effect of training on performance, but the relevant interaction (against a no-contact control group) was nonsignificant. Although limited transfer was reported by Thorell et al. (2009) and Westerberg et al. (2008; see also Westerberg et al., 2007), the evidence of transfer to attention is sparse. Future studies will need to demonstrate transfer with a greater variety of attention tasks, particularly tasks that have been specifically linked to individual differences in WM capacity.

Concluding Remarks

An ostensible strength of WM training is that it provides a focused, theoretically motivated method through which broad cognitive change may be stimulated (Klingberg, 2010; Stenberg, 2008). However, contrary to the reports provided at the beginning of this article (and contrary to the claims of commercial providers), the present literature provides insufficient evidence of its efficacy. Our primary concerns regard the need for researchers to (a) include multiple measures of abilities of interest, (b) consistently measure near transfer with valid WM capacity tasks that differ from the method of training, (c) eliminate the use of no-contact control groups, and (d) ensure that when subjective measures of change are used, raters are blind to condition assignment. Until these controls are consistently applied, the meaningfulness of training effects cannot be evaluated.
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### Appendix

#### Reliability Information for Transfer Tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADHD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conners Rating Scale</td>
<td>Cronbach’s α = .75–.94</td>
<td>Conners et al. (1998)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention controlled/sustained Choice Reaction Time</td>
<td>Cronbach’s α = .99</td>
<td>Lemmink &amp; Visscher (2005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Performance Task</td>
<td>Test-retest = .73–.86</td>
<td>Borgaro et al. (2003)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go/No-Go Task</td>
<td>Cronbach’s α = .95</td>
<td>McVay &amp; Kane (2009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paced Auditory Serial-Attention Task (PASAT)</td>
<td>Cronbach’s α = .90</td>
<td>Crawford, Obonsawin, &amp; Allen (1998)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroop Task (no congruent trials)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response time</td>
<td>Split-half = .55</td>
<td>Hutchison (2007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errors</td>
<td>Split-half = .48</td>
<td>Hutchison (2007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test of Everyday Attention (TEA)</td>
<td>Test-retest = .75–.78</td>
<td>Clayton et al. (1999)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid intelligence/achievement Berlin Intelligence Structure Test (BIS)</td>
<td>Cronbach’s α = .88</td>
<td>Jäger, Süß, &amp; Beauducel (as cited in Süß et al., 2002)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Visual analogies, rule discovery, font recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerical</td>
<td>Cronbach’s α = .90</td>
<td>Jäger, Süß, &amp; Beauducel (as cited in Süß et al., 2002)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal</td>
<td>Cronbach’s α = .90</td>
<td>Jäger, Süß, &amp; Beauducel (as cited in Süß et al., 2002)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Appendix continues)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bochumer Matrizen-Test (BOMAT)</td>
<td>Cronbach’s $\alpha = .58$</td>
<td>Jaeggi, Studer-Luethi, et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Select missing component of a grid-based series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential Aptitude Test (DAT)</td>
<td>Cronbach’s $\alpha = .79–.86$</td>
<td>Colom et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Select missing component of a grid-based series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract Reasoning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Relations</td>
<td>Cronbach’s $\alpha = .86$</td>
<td>Colom et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Mental object folding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal Reasoning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eén Minuut Test</td>
<td>Test–retest = .91</td>
<td>Keulers et al. (2007)</td>
<td>Word reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven’s Progressive Matrices</td>
<td>Cronbach’s $\alpha = .76$</td>
<td>Broadway &amp; Engle (2010)</td>
<td>Select missing component of a grid-based series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tempo Test Rekenen</td>
<td>Cronbach’s $\alpha = .90$</td>
<td>Desoete (2009)</td>
<td>Arithmetic operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test of Nonverbal Intelligence (TONI)</td>
<td>Cronbach’s $\alpha = .85$</td>
<td>Güss &amp; Dürner (2011)</td>
<td>Select missing component of a grid-based series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wechsler Abbreviated Scales of Intelligence (WASI)</td>
<td>Split-half = .94–.96</td>
<td>Wechsler (as cited in Kaufman &amp; Lichtenberger, 2006)</td>
<td>Select missing component of a grid-based series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance IQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal IQ</td>
<td>Split-half = .93–.96</td>
<td>Wechsler (as cited in Kaufman &amp; Lichtenberger, 2006)</td>
<td>Vocabulary and word knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI)</td>
<td>Internal consistency = .75</td>
<td>Wechsler (as cited in Lichtenberger, 2005)</td>
<td>Arrange blocks to reproduce specific pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wechsler Objective Number Dimensions (WOND)</td>
<td>Test–retest = .89</td>
<td>Alloway et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Geometric shape identification and word problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Reasoning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerical Operations</td>
<td>Test–retest = .85</td>
<td>Alloway et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Number identification and computation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wechsler Objective Reading Dimensions (WORD)</td>
<td>Test–retest = .95</td>
<td>Alloway et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Letter naming, word reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Reading</td>
<td>Test–retest = .92</td>
<td>Alloway et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Word matching, sentence reading with questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Comprehension</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling</td>
<td>Test–retest = .91</td>
<td>Alloway et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Writing words and sounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Memory Capacity/Short-Term Memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex span</td>
<td>Cronbach’s $\alpha = .80$</td>
<td>Kane et al. (2004)</td>
<td>Remember lists of letters, while solving mathematical equations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation span</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetry span</td>
<td>Cronbach’s $\alpha = .86$</td>
<td>Kane et al. (2004)</td>
<td>Remember spatial locations, while making symmetry judgments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$-back</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single $n$-back</td>
<td>Cronbach’s $\alpha = .78$</td>
<td>Jaeggi, Studer-Leuthi, et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Respond when an item matches an item presented $n$ ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual $n$-back</td>
<td>Cronbach’s $\alpha = .91$</td>
<td>Jaeggi, Studer-Leuthi, et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Respond when one of two items matches an item presented $n$ ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running Memory Span</td>
<td>Cronbach’s $\alpha = .76–.86$</td>
<td>Broadway &amp; Engle (2010)</td>
<td>Remember the final $n$ items of a list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple Span</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward (nonrhyming words)</td>
<td>Cronbach’s $\alpha = .74$</td>
<td>Engle et al. (1999)</td>
<td>Remember a short list of words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backward (nonrhyming words)</td>
<td>Cronbach’s $\alpha = .69$</td>
<td>Engle et al. (1999)</td>
<td>Remember a short list of words in reverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsi Block (visuo-spatial)</td>
<td>Cronbach’s $\alpha = .83$</td>
<td>Colom et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Remember a series of spatial locations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Split-half = split-half reliability; Test–retest = Test–retest reliability.
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